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come with it! We also welcome authors who self-publish to our group.

Our members are available to do presentations on independent publishing 
at libraries, bookstores, schools, conferences, and literary/book festivals.
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APRIL 8–9, 2016  •  SALT LAKE CITY, UTAPRIL 8–9, 2016  •  SALT LAKE CITY, UT

2016

The Premier Educational Event for 
Independent Publishers and Self-Published Authors

New information about 
how to get your content 

published, distributed, and read.

Experiential workshops that
bring your cover, description, and

pitch into the picture.

Crucial peer-to-peer networking 
to strengthen your connections, 

influence, and resolve.

REGISTER TODAY!
publishinguniversity.org

Exciting new location in downtown Salt Lake City, Utah

“I can’t begin to tell you how invaluable Publishing University was
for me. As an independent publisher just starting out, the sessions
were everything that I needed to learn. I was so impressed with the 
professionalism and preparedness of the presenters. Thank you all
for your time and your extensive effort to help me learn so much
more about my new career!”

—Tula Wingerson, Empty Harbor Productions, Conroe, TX

“Being a businessman by trade and first-time author, the Publishing
University was a great resource for me. I left with an abundance 
of information that I was able to use immediately. The event was 
well-organized, with a great staff, and a group of very knowledge-
able speakers. The Publishing University is a must for the first-time
author as well as established authors.”

—Tom Ruff,  Tom Ruff Company, Manhattan Beach, CA 

WHAT IBPA PUBLISHING UNIVERSITY ATTENDEES HAVE TO SAY…

EARLY BIRDRATES!

2016PubU-full-7.5x10-1.qxp_Layout 1  8/14/15  2:42 PM  Page 1
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and many have, to the benefit of both parties.
 Mutual benefit is the modus operandi of 
collaboration, whether the benefit takes the form 
of monetary gain or the emotional endorphins 
that come from seeing someone else succeed with 
our help, or a combination of both. Through well-
considered collaborations with people with whom 
we can exchange needed resources or expertise, we 
can take our publishing to new heights. And you’re 
in the right place to find these connections. IPNE’s 
Annual Conference, where you may be reading 
this, provides a fertile ground for independent 
publishers and solo authors to meet others who can 

help them succeed. Even formal collaborations can 
also be non-monetary, so they often don’t require 
an investment of capital; costs and profits can be 
shared. Be mindful of these opportunities while 
you’re at the Conference and at other IPNE events!
 As an organization, IPNE has always taken a 
collaborative approach, and this year, we’re ramping 
it up. Rather than competing with other writing and 
publishing organizations for members and event 
registrations, we form partnerships with them and 
cooperate on publicity. By building them up, we 
build ourselves  up. Most recently, IPNE has been 
building relationships with organizations like the 
Boston Book Festival, Maine Writers & Publishers 
Alliance, New Hampshire Writers Project, League 
of Vermont Writers, Connecticut Authors & 
Publishers, Publishers North, Association of 
Publishers for Special Sales, Association of Rhode 
Island Authors, New England Independent 
Booksellers Association (NEIBA), New England 

News and Views

 pportunities for collaboration come along all 
the time, but as independents, we are sometimes 

so focused on doing it our way that we fail to see 
the possibilities right in front of us. We keep book 
projects close to our chests; we squirrel away our 
little brainstorms and success strategies. Sure, we 
may have mentors or confidantes, but putting our 
babies out there for wider view before they are 
“tanned, fit, and ready,” to quote Doonesbury, is 
often not in our DNA.
 Let’s face it, we can be very set in our ways! We 
may still succeed very well on our own, thank you 
very much, adroitly hiring publicists, designers, 
printers, and other professionals as needed, and 
have very successful publishing businesses. It can 
take a leap of faith to put our trust in others and 
develop a relationship to the benefit phase, when it 
begins to boost our bottom line to the next level of 
magnitude.
 The phrase “collaboration is the new competition” 
leaped out at me during a conversation with 
David Amerland, a bestselling author (of Google 
Semantic Search and many others) and marketing 
strategist. David wears his business strategies on 
his sleeve, and often shares his thought processes 
and developing ideas in a fascinating blog called 
Sunday Read on Google+. By opening up in public 
in this authentic way, he has built a reputation as an 
expert. David’s readers trust his opinions and buy 
his books. People line up to collaborate with him, 

“Collaboration Is 
the New Competition” 

O

editorial
Charlotte R. Pierce,   
      IPNE President

“Through well-considered 
collaborations, we can exchange 

needed resources or expertise 
with each other and take our 
publishing to new heights.”
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Library Association (NELA), and several others. 
 IPNE also establishes collaborative relationships 
with individual members who have expertise 
in publicity, writing, website management, and 
other skills critical to the success of a volunteer-
run organization. In turn, these members get the 
inside track on developments in publishing, find 
mentors, learn by osmosis, and get to know industry 
experts. As volunteer at the NEIBA show last year, 
for example, I struck up a conversation with the 
owner of a bookstore in New York State, who placed 
an order for my Peeragogy Handbook v.2. Would 
he have ordered had we not made eye contact at 
NEIBA and discussed the Peeragogy Project? It’s a 
hard book to communicate virtually; so maybe not. 
 IPNE’s volunteer board members and project 
team leaders put in countless hours to shepherd 
and build this organization because we care about 
our members and their publishing success. We 
also individually benefit through the networking 
opportunities and recognition that our roles bring; 
it goes both ways.
 Perhaps the two IPNE members who taught 
me the most about the value of paying it forward 
and being open and transparent when working in 
publishing teams are Tordis Isselhardt and Pamela 
Fenner, this year’s conference coordinators and 

IPNE’s co-founders. We celebrated their long and 
productive careers and contributions to IPNE  with 
our first-ever Independent Publishing Achievement 
Award at the 5th Annual Conference.
   We invite you start your own mutually beneficial 
collaboration with IPNE and join us as a project team 
member, event coordinator, or board member. We are 
confident your service will get you started on the road 
to productive collaborations with a dynamic group of 
indies who love to help other indies!
    So we encourage you to take that leap, step 
outside your comfort zone. So nobody’s ever done 
an interactive book app in your genre? Find an app 
developer and give her your manuscript! Do your due 
diligence, but go out there and collaborate! At our 
Annual Conference and fall co-op marketing shows, 
at our Annual Meeting,  and at many other IPNE 
events (IPNE.org/events), you’ll find opportunities for 
fruitful collaboration.
 No one of us alone has all the answers, but together 
we can be a publishing supergroup! There’s power in 
our numbers when Indies Help Indies!

 Charlotte R. Pierce
  IPNE President
  Publisher, Pierce Press

100 CAMBRIDGE STREET CHARLESTOWN, MA 02129-0212
WWW.HFGROUP.COM     WWW.ACMEBINDING.COM

Printing    Binding    Hardcover    Paperbacks    Design Services
Family Histories    Picture Books    And More.

HF Group and ACME Binding are members of the brand 
spanking new IPNE Vendor Discount program!  

Please visit our vendor page at IPNE.org for details.
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Conference Program
Friday, September 25, 2015
1:30 pm Exhibits and Bookstore Open • Prescott Room

2:30 pm  Registration Opens  • Harbor’s Edge Room

3:00  Welcome, Introduction, and Announcements

3:15 pm   Getting into Print: Understanding Today’s Publishing Options

  Tom Holbrook & Deidre Randall

4:15   2nd Annual Book Awards  

       Charlotte Pierce & Pamela Fenner

5:00    Keynote Address
 
 Reading for a Living: It Takes History to Make History
  Robert Gray

6:00 - 8:30  Meet & Mingle Reception • Prescott Room

Those of us who choose to be in the book trade are Time 
Travelers by nature, avocation and, sometimes, profession. 
As indie publishers seek to “make history” in the present and 
future, they can often draw strength and inspiration from the 
experiences of others traveling similar paths. Gray shares his 
own 35-year quest to create a professional life in the world of 
books, and considers what “independent” means to him. 

 • Cash Bar  • Exhibitors  • Bookstore

Find the full schedule and speaker bios at IPNE.org
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Saturday, September 26, 2015
8:45 am Welcome, Introductions, and Announcements

9:00  Keynote Address

 Who Holds the Power in the Book World?
  Jim Milliot & Nancy Morgan Stosik, moderated by Angela Bole, IBPA

10:00  Breakout Sessions

10:45   Coffee Break  • Exhibitors  • Bookstore

11:15  Breakout Sessions

  12:00  Luncheon  • Exhibitors  • Bookstore

Once upon a time, authors and publishers – along with readers 
and booksellers – knew their separate places in the book world, 
and stuck to them. The distribution of power was uneven, maybe 
even unfair, but the pecking order seemed to make sense. Then, 
the revolution erupted and the digital transformation of books 
and publishing created a more level playing field. Authors and 
independent publishers especially rejoiced at their newfound 
freedom to write, publish, and sell books. As with so many 
revolutions, though, the change has come at a cost. In 2015, just who does holds the power in the book world 
and are the rulers wise and beneficent or crass and cold-hearted? Are we building a utopia for readers, or 
making their lives miserable?

The Secrets of Marketing 
Through Partnerships: How to 
Get Everyone Else to Promote Your 
Business so You Don’t Have To
Steven Porter

The Zen of Distribution: 
Using the Power of Others 
to Your Advantage
Phil Zuckerman

Writing to Sell! 
Targeting a Niche 
Audience
Amy Ray, Michelle Ollie, 
& Sydney Strand

The Promise of Zero Inventory 
Using Print on Demand: Fact, 
Fiction, or Futuristic?
Nancy Morgan Stosik

Podcasting Your Writing for 
Fun and Acclaim

Jack B. Rochester

10 Surefire Ways NOT 
to Get 
a Book Review
Victoria Sutherland, 
Jim Milliot
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Saturday, September 26, 2015

1:15    Breakout Sessions

2:00    Breakout Sessions

2:45     Ask the Experts Panel

3:30   Wrap Up and Final Announcements

eBook Production and 
Quality Assurance
Joshua Tallent

Getting to the Next Draft: 
Revision Strategies from the 
Editors
Tanya Gold, Melissa Wuske

Marketing for 
the Introvert
Marcia Yudkin

Understanding Metadata/
BISAC Subject Headings
Angela Bole

What Authors, Publishers and 
Freelancers Need to Know 
About Publishing Contracts
Paul Durham

The Story Goes On... 
and On... and On: 
Publishing a Series
George Geers

Curious about the presentations, but need details? 
Learn more about our conference sessions.

---Friday 3:15 pm---
Getting Into Print: Understanding Today’s 
Publishing Options
Tom Holbrook and Deidre Randall
Tom Holbrook and Deidre Randall will discuss the 
options for authors today to get their work published. 
Topics will include; 1) working with a subsidy 
publisher, online publisher, independent publisher 
and trade publisher; 2) matching genre to publishing 
type; and 3) marketing suggestions by genre. Authors 
are welcome to bring a book cover idea for a quick 
“30-second” review from Deidre and Tom.

---Saturday 10:00 am---
Writing to Sell: Targeting A Niche Audience
Amy Ray, Michelle Ollie, and Sydney Strand
Romance, mystery, and graphic novels are currently hot 
sellers. Join Michelle Ollie, Sydney Strand, and Amy Ray for 
a lively discussion about writing, publishing, and marketing 
books that stay mindful of their specific audience. This 
presentation will give helpful information and ideas even if 
you write in a different genre.

  Saturday continued...

Sessions Info
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Sessions Info, cont’d
---Saturday 10:00 am (cont’d)
The Secret of Marketing Through Partnerships: 
How to Get Everyone Else to Promote Your Book 
so You Don’t Have To
Steven Porter
It is possible to write a book alone, but it’s nearly 
impossible to promote, market and sell that book 
without the cooperation of others. In this session, you’ll 
learn about simple, proven techniques that leverage 
local relationships, networking, associations, alternative 
markets and special events to create real book sales—
fiction and non-fiction. By partnering and networking 
with other authors, businesses, associations and key 
players, you can create your own personal marketing 
team that spreads your message at little or no cost.

The Zen of Distribution: Using the Power of Other 
to Your Advantage 
Phil Zuckerman
For small publishers, access to marketplace is never 
easy or without cost and can make one feel powerless. 
This session will review the powerful options that small 
publishers have and give helpful tips for evaluating the 
fit and financial impact of any arrangement.

---Saturday 11:15 am---
The Promise of Zero Inventory Using Print on 
Demand: Fact, Fiction, or Futuristic?
Nancy Morgan Stosik
With the ever changing dynamics of today’s supply 
chain; digital growth, decline of physical stores, shifts in 
print formats, growth of self-publishing, selling globally, 
etc., the risks of investing in, managing, and distributing 
traditional book inventory has never been greater not to 
speak of the risks of over printing, under printing, and 
tying up capital in inventory. 
The promise of solving these issues through zero 
inventory and just in time manufacture on demand 
holds great promise, but just how far has the technology 
come and is it a viable approach for IPNE publishers to 
consider? In this session, Stosik will provide a candid 
update to the opportunities today as well as possibilities 
for the future.

Podcasting Your Writing For Fun and Acclaim
Jack B. Rochester
We live in a multimedia world where many listen to 
books. What was once called “books on tape” is now 
podcasting. A podcast is a spoken-word recording, 
fiction or nonfiction, booklovers can listen to at any 
time, anywhere. Podcasts are easy to produce and post to 
blogs and websites. From simply reading your own work 
to adding characters and music, there are many creative 
possibilities. I will teach people how to podcast in a live 
demonstration.

10 Surefire Ways NOT To Get A Book Review
Victoria Sutherland, Jim Milliot
2.4 billion trade books and journals are sold each year with 
tens of thousands of galleys, ARCs and finished copies 
being mailed to trade publications and other media. An 
editor’s first impression of your submission is critical. 
In this session, you will hear about the process used for 
sorting the wheat from the chaff, other opportunities to 
get editors’ attention, and why reviews matter more than 
ever!

e First in a Series of Five Handbooks
COMING SOON — LEARN MORE
www.ePeoplesContract.org
p.o. box 294 Amherst, MA 01004
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Sessions Info, cont’d

Getting To The Next Draft: Revision Strategies From 
The Editors 
Tanya Gold, Melissa Wuske
Fiction editor Tanya Gold and nonfiction editor Melissa 
Wuske will give you tips on how to plan your book revision. 
The presentation will include tailoring your content to 
your audience, making your characters engaging, further 
developing your story and plot, identifying what to keep, 
and ensuring that you communicate your ideas clearly.

Marketing for Introverts
Marcia Yudkin
As introverts, quiet bookish folks have distinctive 
personality strengths that can be channeled into effective 
marketing as long as you steer clear of their equally 
distinctive sensitivities. This workshop describes which 
marketing vehicles suit introverts best - and some of 
them may surprise you! - along with which directives get 
them ducking for cover. The tips apply for you as author/
publisher or as a publisher dealing with introverted 
authors.

What Authors, Publishers and Freelancers Need To 
Know About Publishing Contracts
Paul Durham
The purpose of this workshop is to offer an intro-duction 
to key legal and business issues arising in the publishing 
environment. The workshop is presented in plain English 
and no legal background is required. Emphasis will be 
placed on the practical application of legal issues in 
publishing contract negotiation and review, through 
the examination of clauses in publishing and agency 
agreements; discussion of industry standards and norms; 
and analysis of each party’s priorities and bargaining power 
in the deal-making process. 

---Saturday 2:00 pm---
Understanding Metadata/BISAC Subject Headings
Angela Bole
Proper metadata is essential to ensuring your book is 
discoverable on the web. During this session, you’ll gain 
a practical understanding of how to format and transmit 
metadata in accordance with industry standards and best 
practices. Particular attention will be paid to the structure 
of ONIX feeds and the assignment of BISAC Subject 
Headings. Attend this session if you’re ready to demystify 
this often misunderstood standard and get it right the 
first time.

The Story Goes On…And On…And On: Publishing 
A Series
George Geers
Publisher George Geers discusses serials, trilogies, 
anthologies and other stories and books that seem to have 
no ending. Should book one spawn book two? The serial as 
seen through the writer’s and publisher’s eyes with pitfalls, 
failures and joys.

---Saturday 1:15 pm---
eBook Production And Quality Assurance 
Joshua Tallent
Independent publishers are always looking for new ways 
to create amazing products that will get the attention of 
readers. eBooks offer some great opportunities for this, 
but the challenge is knowing what is possible and how 
to create it. In this workshop, you will learn about the 
current state of EPUB 3 support across different devices, 
about common production workflows and tools you 
can use, and about quality assurance practices that 
will ensure your eBooks have the highest quality in the 
industry. Bring your own questions and get solid advice 
on how to create amazing eBooks.
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Get to Know 
Our Presenters

Robert Gray is an editor and weekly 
columnist at Shelf Awareness. He has written 
for numerous publications, ranging from 
Tin House to Alfred Hitchcock's Mystery 
Magazine. From 1992 until 2006, he was 
a bookseller and buyer at the Northshire 
Bookstore in Manchester Center, Vt. Prior 
to that, he worked as managing editor 
at Sailboard News, a windsurfing trade 
magazine. He has an MFA in Writing and 
Literature from Bennington College and 
lives in Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 

Tanya Gold (www.TanyaGold.com) 
is an independent editor, writing coach 
and publishing project manager based in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. She works on fiction 
and non-fiction manuscripts, and technical 
content. Tanya has 15 years of experience in 
publishing and an MA in writing. She enjoys 
helping authors develop their stories, polish 
their language, develop their writing skills, 
and navigate the complex world of publishing. 
It has been suggested that she owns too many 
dictionaries for her own good.

Conference speakers and 
workshop presenters are 
listed in alphabetical order 
by last name

Angela Bole is executive director 
of the Independent Book Publishers 
Association (IBPA), the largest book 
publishing association in the U.S. serving 
small presses and self-published authors. 
IBPA’s mission is to lead and serve the 
independent publishing community by 
providing advocacy, education, and tools 
for success. Prior to joining IBPA, Angela 
served two years as deputy executive 
director of the Book Industry Study 
Group (BISG). Angela holds a Masters 
of Science in Book Publishing from New 
York University and currently serves on 
the board of directors for BISG and IDPF, 
the International Digital Publishing 
Forum. She lives in Redondo Beach, 
California where she rides her bike to 
work as often as possible.

Paul Durham is an award-winning 
novelist for young readers. His debut 
novel, The Luck Uglies (HarperCollins), 
was named a 2015 ALA Notable Children’s 
Book. Paul was previously a shareholder 
at Sheehan Phinney Bass + Green in 
Manchester, NH where he founded and 
chaired the firm’s Entertainment, Media 
and Publishing Law Practice Group. He is 
a now a frequent speaker on the topics of 
publishing law and writing. 

George Geers is a journalist and book 
publisher. He began his daily newspaper 
career in Dover, N.H., and has been editor 
of papers in Massachuetts, Connecticut 
and New Hampshire. In 2000, he 
returned to his hometown of Concord, 
N.H.,  to form Plaidswede Publishing, 
which specializes in New Hampshire and 
New England books. He has served as 
president of the N.H. Writers' Project.

Tom Holbrook is a founder and 
co-owner of RiverRun Bookstore, 
an independent bookstore serving 
downtown Portsmouth for more than 
twelve years. For the last three years he 
has also been the managing director of 
Piscataqua Press, an imprint of RiverRun 
Bookstore that assists independent 
authors in bringing their work into print. 
He lives in Portsmouth with his wife and 
daughter.
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Deidre Randall is the CEO of 
Peter E. Randall Publisher, a full-
service custom publisher located 
in Portsmouth, NH. Since 1970 the 
publishing house has produced more 
than 500 books; ranging in subject 
from history, biography, and children’s 
to photography and memoir. Deidre 
coordinates all book projects, 
distribution and marketing efforts for 
each title. She has a M.Ed. in Business 

Administration from Antioch New England Graduate School. 
She is community radio host, an award-winning songwriter, and 
a poet.

Steven R. Porter is the founder and 
president of the Association of Rhode 
Island Authors (ARIA) and is the author 
of two critically-acclaimed independently 
published novels. Steve has been involved in 
the publishing industry since the 90’s when 
he served as director of advertising and 
public relations for Lauriat’s Bookstores that 
operated over 100 stores along the east coast. 
In 2014, he and his wife established Stillwater 
River Publications to guide local writers on 
their own publishing journeys.

Michelle Ollie (cartoonstudies.org) 
is cofounder of The Center for Cartoon 
Studies (CCS), a two-year MFA and 
certificate school and studio, based in 
Vermont. Prior to CCS Ollie was a director 
and faculty at Minneapolis College of 
Art and Design, taught for New York 
Institute of Technology’s graduate business 
program, and was the development 
manager for Banta Corporation (now RR 
Donnelley). 

Jim Milliot is editorial director of Publishers 
Weekly and vice president of PWxyz, the company 
that acquired PW from Reed in April 2010. Jim 
has been with PW for 22 years, starting as the 
business and news editor, topics he still covers 
today. Prior to joining PW, Jim was executive 
editor at Simba Information, a publisher of 
newsletters and market studies on various media 
segments, including trade and educational book 
publishing. Simba’s flagship publications were BP 
Report and Educational Marketer, for which Jim 
served as editor from 1983 to 1993. Jim also served 
on the statistics committee of the BISG and is now a 
board member at IBPA.

PORTLANDIA  PRESS   
  www.findingawaytoplay.com
portlandiapress@gmail.com

Finding a Way to Play is chock full of stories about women who have overcome societal 
challenges and personal struggles to play the game they love. You will read about:    

* Early pioneers who played despite concerns about risks to their health and femininity

* Black and Native American women who endured racial discrimination as they searched 
for opportunities to play

* Lesbians who hid their identities for fear of being denied the chance to play

* Older women who ignore aches and pains to rediscover the joys of a childhood passion.  
     
      Readers will come away with an understanding of the roads women have traveled to 
bring the game into the future. Those who grew up before Title IX may find themselves 
or loved ones in the stories of women who kept the earliest flame alive.

Finding a Way to Play
The Pioneering Spirit of Women in Basketball

By Joanne Lannin

ISBN 10: 0-9965857-0-2
$16.95 print,  205 pages, 55 photos
Annotated bibliography and index

Available from Amazon.com, and author’s 
website: findingawaytoplay.com
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Phil Zuckerman is the founder and president of Applewood 
Books. Located in Carlisle, Massachusetts, Applewood was founded 
in 1976. Over the years the company 
has employed a number of different 
distribution models-- being distributed 
and now distributing others. In addition 
to his work with Applewood, Phil is also 
a business advisor for the Goldman Sachs 
10,000 Small Businesses national program.

Marcia Yudkin is the author of 6 
Steps to Free Publicity, now in its third 
edition, and other nonfiction books for 
HarperCollins and Penguin USA, as well as 
commentaries for NPR radio.  Since 2011, 
she has focused on coaching introverts in 
marketing and branding techniques that 
highlight their strengths and fit their likes 
and dislikes. Her Marketing for Introverts 
is available on Kindle, Audible and Udemy.

Melissa Wuske has been freelancing since 2011. Prior to that she 
was an editor at Writer's Digest Books. She specializes in holistic edits 
of nonfiction trade books, including how-to, self-help, reference, and 
memoir. She partners with independent authors 
to make sure their books convey their expertise 
to their desired audience. She also copy edits and 
proofreads for publishers, writes book reviews, 
and edits articles for magazines and websites. 
(www.MelissaAnneWuske.com)

Joshua Tallent, the Chief eBook Architect at Firebrand Technologies, 
is a well-known eBook expert and teacher. He serves on multiple 
industry working groups and teaches at publishing conferences year-

round. Joshua provides consulting and training 
services, helping publishers understand their 
content better. He and his team are also the 
creators of FlightDeck, the most robust EPUB 
quality assurance tool available. Find him 
online at www.ebookarchitects.com, or 
on Twitter @jtallent.

Victoria Sutherland is the founder and publisher of ForeWord 
Magazine, Inc., director of Children’s Books USA, and managing partner 
of Champagne Rights Agency. Throughout her career, which includes 
twenty five years of magazine publishing 
for consumer and business¬to¬business 
properties, Victoria has concentrated on 
building communities through an advocacy/
service approach: matching synergies and 
lines of support between publishers, vendors, 
libraries, booksellers, agents, and other key 
constituencies of the publishing  community.

Sydney Strand is a former 
newspaper columnist, magazine 
editor, and NY-published writer of 
young adult books. That was then. 
Now, she has self-published six stories 
over the last one-and-a-half years, 
and she has learned more in those 
one-and-a-half years than in the four 
years she spent writing and publishing 
two NY-published books. She has also 
slept less, too.

Nancy Morgan Stosik leads Ingram 
Content Group’s Independent Publisher 
team.  This team focuses on small and 
midsize publishers, educating and assisting 
them in how best to utilize Ingram’s POD, 
digital and global distribution services to 
maximize their revenue. 
 
Before joining Ingram, she served as 
Director of Retail e-Media for Lebhar-
Friedman, and then later launched and led 
the Association Media Network division 
of an association software company. 

Jack B. Rochester Jack B. Rochester 
has worked in publishing his entire career 
as an editor, publisher and writer. He’s 
written 12 nonfiction books, including 
the national bestseller The Naked 
Computer. His first novel, Wild Blue 
Yonder, was published in 2011, and its 
sequel Madrone in 2014. White Bike will 
be published this fall. Jack is founder of 
Fictional Café, an arts website publishing 
fiction, poetry, art and photography at  
www.fictionalcafe.com  

Amy Ray, after years of running 
her own business, was ready to let her 
imagination soar. The result was her 
mystery/thriller, Dangerous Denial, 
about which Kirkus Reviews wrote, 
“Ray takes her time establishing her 
characters, including the bad guys, and 
with a rousing, indelible payoff, it’s well 
worth it.” Ray also has a short story 
featured in Love Free or Die (Plaidswede 
Publishing, 2015.) 
Find out more at 
www.WriterAmyRay.com. 
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Our Members
12 Pines Press
Glenna Collett
BookDesignMadeSimple.com

3 Petal Books
Joyce Johnson
www.3petal.com

Alegcris Press
Sharon Helbert
alegcrispress.com

Anastasia Antoniou
theabc101.com

Aspasia Arvanitis
Illustrator

AWM
Shel Horowitz
frugalmarketing.com

Barbara Kent Lawrence
Author
barbaralawrence.com

Barking Planet Productions
Robert J. McCarty
planetofthedogs.net

Basil & The Buddha Press
Julie Basil Pierce

Bauhan Publishing
Sarah Bauhan
bauhanpublishing.com

Bay State Books
Joel Richard Watkins

Florence H. Bennett
Author

Blue Lobster Book Co.
Crystal Ponti
bluelobsterbookco.com

Book Partners
Tim Malott
bookpartners.com

BookBuzz.net
Amanda Kerr
BookBuzz.net

Branches & Ink Press
Beth Teliho

Brewster River Press
William Lee McKone
vermontsirishrebel.com

Jonathan Brookes
jonathanfbrookes.wordpress.com

Bruce Jones Design
Bruce Jones
brucejonesdesign.com
brucethebookguy.com

Bunker Hill Publishing, Inc.
Carole Kitchel Bellew
bunkerhillpublishing.com

By Light Unseen Media
Inanna Arthen
bylightunseenmedia.com

Candlepin Press
Tammy F. Sneddon
candlepinpress.com

Caspian Press
Jodi Lew-Smith
jodilewsmith.com

David Chase
Author

Chase Publishing
Don Chase
donchaseauthor.com

Pete Conrad
suicidalflower.com

Constitutional Democracy
Matthew Herschler
thepeoplescontract.org

CorpWell Media  
(CorpWell Publishing)
Lara Moore
Corpwell.com

Daniel Costa
Author
Flamesreborntrilogy.com

Cottey House Press
Barbara Morrison
cotteyhousepress.com
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jputnamdesign.com | 617.543.4990 | jenny@jputnamdesign.com

Look good on paper...

Books & Book Covers | Logos | Catalogs| Advertising 

WE SHOWCASE YOU and WRITE FOR WRITERS

Lindsy Parker Media (LPM)
•Book and Author Publicity•
Broadcast, Print & Online Placement

LPM showcases you/your book in front of your target 
market, and edits or rewrites your manuscript as 
desired.  We are long-time media professionals and 
writers.  Contact us: 508.238.7715.

www.lindsyparkermedia.com or mediaexpert@msn.com.

Cranky Pants Publishing
Stephen Sanzo
crankypantspublishing.com

Cranky Pants Publishing
Skye Stewart
crankypantspublishing.com

Crashlanenews.com
George Kitching
crashlanenews.com

Creative Futures LLC
Lucie K. Lewis
creativefuturesllc.com

Elda Dawber
Author

Deep Waters Press
Nicole Daphnis
deepwaterspress.com

Deep Waters Press
Harold C. Lyon
deepwaterspress.com

Doggie Investigation Gang, DIG
John Bulens
facebook.com/Doggie.Investigation.
Gang

Doggie Investigation Gang, DIG
Shara Puglisi Katsos
facebook.com/Doggie.Investigation.
Gang

Doggie Investigation Gang, DIG
Janet Puglisi

Domnizelles Publications
Genevieve Rossignol
domnizelles.com

Elizabeth Samit Books
Elizabeth Samit
elizabethsamitbooks.com

Elm Grove Press
Ruth Whipple Crocker
elmgrovepress.org

Encircle Publications
Cynthia Brackett-Vincent
encirclepub.com

Encircle Publications
Devin McGuire
encirclepub.com

Encircle Publications
Eddie Vincent
encirclepub.com

Endswell Indexing
Jean Jesensky
endswellindexing.com

Evergreen Bay Publishing
June Greig
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Friesens Inc
Marc Paquin

Gail Harris Creative
Gail Harris
gaiharrisauthor.com

Maggie van Galen
Author
keenoandernest.com

Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord
susangaylord.com

Gihon River Press
Steve Feuer
gihonriverpress.com

Global Counseling Coaching Services,
Dr Stem Sithembile Mahlatini
drstemspeaks.com

Glow Books
Marguerite M. Dorn
mmdornconsulting.com

Hannah R. Goodman
www.hannahrgoodman.com

Graceful Change Press
Grace Anne Stevens
nomaybeyes.com

Gray Crow Press
Peter Felsenthal

Green Wave Press
Wendy Shreve
shadowwater.net

Paul Griffin
Author, Illustrator

Nora Hall
Association of Rhode Island Authors
surviveyourhusbandsretirement.com

Hazel Marie’s Garden
Dorothy Anne Valley
hazelmariesgarden.com

Heart Path Press
Cheryl Wilfong
meditativegardener.com

Heartwood Press
Lynn Levine
heartwoodpress.com

Helpingwords
Kathy Brodsky
kathybrodsky.com

Her Raven Domain Productions
Christine L. Frost
herravendomain.com

Jim Herity
westcornwallpublishing.com

HF Group, AcmeBinding, 
BookPartners
Paul Parisi
acmebinding.com

HF Group, Book Partners
Jim Heckman
hfgroup.com

HFGroup
Margaret Parisi

Hidden Angel Company
Juliet A Wright
hiddenangel.net

Howie About Town
Paige Kane

i30 Media Corporation
Ian Lamont
in30minutes.com

Illuminated Myth Publishing
Rebecca Farmer
illuminatedmyth.com

Illuminated Myth Publishing
Laura Marshall
illuminatedmyth.com

Images from the Past
Tordis Ilg Isselhardt
imagesfromthepast.com

Ingle & Associates
Cathy Xiaogang Wang
cic.us

Ingram Content Group/IngramSpark
Nathan Pabst
ingramspark.com
ingramcontent.com

T.  Stephens
Author

Ivy Books
Jane Hanser
dogsdontlookbothways.com

J. Putnam Design
Jenny Putnam
jputnamdesign.com

Paul A. Janson
Author
pauljanson.com
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JM Publishing
Mary Buechler Janson
pauljanson.com

JMD Publishing LLC
Jennifer Most Delaney
JMDPublishing.com

Joshua Tree Press
Jack B.  Rochester
joshuatreeinteractive.com

Just Write Books
Nancy E Randolph
jstwrite.com

Kepler Press
Ellen Alexander
keplerpress.com

Kids Yoga Stories LLC
Giselle Shardlow
kidsyogastories.com

Kelly Kittel
Association of Rhode Island Authors

Koalaful
Sylvie B.Yoma
koalaful.com

Laughing Moon Publishing
Terri Giuliano Long
tglong.com

Lifetime Learning, Inc.
Caroline Howard

Lincoln Historical Society
Richard Wiggin
embattledfarmers.org

Linden Park Publishers, Ltd
Michael Dutton
lindenparkpublishers.com

Lindsy Parker Media
Lindsy Parker
.indsyparkermedia.com

Long Trail Press
Jack Lawrence Mayer
longtrailpress.com

Lose the Cape!
Alexa Bigwarfe
losethecape.com

Magic Hill Press
Bill Schubart
MagicHillPress.com

Now you can design and typeset your own book!
Learn the basics of book design from two experts:

•  easily set up Adobe® InDesign®

• insert your text into real book pages 
right away

• learn simple design principles

• get professional typesetting tips

• choose from multiple design samples at 
every stage

• use only the information that you need

• design your book cover in easy steps

• gather and upload files for the printer

Loaded with precise instructions, examples, and illustrations, Book Design Made 
Simple guides you, step by step, through the entire design and layout process, 
resulting in a professional- looking book that you’ll be proud of. It is the only 
book that not only explains WHY but also shows you HOW.

www.BookDesignMadeSimple.com
ISBN 978-0-9940969-0-6   512 pages   $59.95 U.S.  12 Pines Press • Vancouver • Boston  IPNE and IBPA Member 

Available September, 2015 through Baker & Taylor, Ingram, and Partners Book Distributing
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Tammi Truax
Author
aintiawriter.blogspot.com

Carl Marangoudakis
Author

MarchMedia LLC Publishing
Margot Zalkind Mayor
ArcherMayor.com

Mariana Llanos Books
Mariana Llanos
marianallanos.com

Marine Techniques Publishing
James Laurence Pelletier
MarineTechPublishing.com

Max Health Press
Anne Sarkisian
toxicstaple.com

Jane McCarthy
Author

McCauley Associates
Carole Spearin McCauley

Bob McGrath
Author

Me & Ma, Co.
Sheryl E. Mendlinger
schlopping.com

Linda Merlino
Author

Merrimack Media
Jenny Hudson
merrimackmedia.com

J.L.  Metcalf
Author

M-Graphics Publishing
Michael V. Minayev
mgraphics-publishing.com

Michaelmas Press
Pamela Johnson Fenner
michaelmaspress.com

Mother’s Circle, LLC
Leah DeCesare
motherscircle.net

NEIW
Amy Rachiele
amyrachiele.com

New England Independent Writers
Ariele Sieling
arielesieling.com

New Hampshire Writing Project
B. Scott Andersen
bsandersen.com

North Country Press
Patricia Newell
northcountrypress.com

On Point, Inc.
Marie C Taylor
doggywalks.com

Owl King Publishing
Ethan Rappaport
owlking.com

Panntree Press
Portia Little
portialittle.com

Parkers Mill Publishing
Lowell H. Press
thekingdomofthesunandmoon.com

Periwinkle Publishing
Helen Read Rivas-Rose
shynessbook.com

PFP Inc - AJAR Contemporaries
Peter Hallet Sarno
pfppublishing.com

Pierce Press
Karen Beukema Einstein

Pierce Press
Charlotte Ruth Pierce
piercepress.com

Plaidswede Publishing
George Geers
plaidswede.com

Puppy Tales, LLC
Lauren E. Kelley
TuggiethePatriotPup.com

John Quirk
Self Publisher

Rambling Dog Publications
Bonnie Kreitler
ramblingdog.com

Heather  Rigney
Association of Rhode Island Authors
heatherrigney.com

RiverVision Press
Jim Baumer
rivervisionpress.com

Romagnoli Publications
Maureen S. Romagnoli
romagnoli-publications.com

Kathleen Rowe
Author

Edward L. Rubin
Bookstock Presenter 2015
edwardlrubiold on.com
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Authors and Publishers:
We want to excerpt your 
novel!
 

New fiction every month at
Fictionalcafe.com
 

“Come on in, have a 
cuppa creativity!"

FICTIONAL
CAFÉ

THE

Elizabeth Dimmettte Coyne
Author

Salomon LLC
Marie Ange Diaz-Cervo
angiediazcervo.com

Satya House Publications
Julie Murkette
satyahouse.com

SDP Publishing
Bette Lischke

Shannon O’Connor
Author

Heidi Siefkas
heidisiefkas.com

Silver Print Press
Peter Mitchell Miller
silverprintpress.com

Sky Cloud City
Maria Kamoulakou-Marangoudakis

Sparkie Allison
sparkieallison.wix.com/drspark

Spring Street Publishing
Joseph Hall

Station Road Press
Roberta A. Harold

T.  Stephens
Author
dantescypher.tateauthor.com

Stillwater River Publications
Steven R. Porter
StillwaterPress.com

Strangelet Press
Leah Alaani
strangeletjournal.com

Strangelet Press
Franco Alvarado
strangeletjournal.com

Strangelet Press
Casey Brown
strangeletjournal.com

Gayle H Swift
gaylehswift.com

Symmetry Press LLC
Kenneth Schwarz
symmetrypress.com

Theresa Schimmel
Author

The Bedwyr Press
Diana Alexander

The Bedwyr Press
George Tyson
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The Donohue Group, Inc.
Pat McCurdy-Crescimanno

The Fictional Café
Mike Mavilia
fictionalcafe.com

The Happy Heart Studio
Stefanie Lynn Jolicoeur
thehappyheartstudio.net

The Omen Experience
Gerald Williams
theomenexperience.com

The Permanente Medical Group
David Cornish, MD
davidcornishbooks.com

The Premium Book Company
Brian Jud
bookmarketing.com

Thistle Hill Publications
Jack Crowl
thistlehillpub.com

TidePool Press
Dany Pelletier
tidepoolpress.com

Springs Toledo
Author

Trobador Publishing
Norman G Gautreau
normanggautreau.com

Two Dogs Publisher Services
Chuck Dresner
twodogs.net

 

Variety Arts Press
Reginald W. Bacon
VarietyArtsPress.com
Verbatim Et Literatim Editing 
Services
Erika Place
verbatimetliteratim.weebly.com

Vermont Press
Sara Jones
VermontPress.org

VSO Publishing LLC
Vincent Smith III
vsopublishing.com

West Cornwall Publishing
Amy Johnson
westcornwallpublishing.com

West Cornwall Publishing Company
Libby Mitchell
westcornwallpublishing.com

WestRidgeFarmPublishing
Sandra J. Howell
Westridgefarmpublishing.com

White Dharma LTD
Denise D. Price
ThePopUpBook.com

White Wave Press
Elizabeth Lorayne
whitewavepressbooks.com 
piratesstilly.com

Patricia Donaruma Williford
Author
patriciadonarumawilliford.com

Wizard Mark Press
Kerry Doherty

ThomasHollandBooks.com
Sean Fay Wolfe
Author
sfaywolfe.com

WoodstockArts
Weston Blelock
woodstockarts.com

Buffi  Wixted
Association of Rhode Island Authors
FellowshipofElves.com

Amy Ray
Author
writeramyray.com

Writers Glen Publications
Lloyd R. Prentice
fromtheglen.com

Melissa Anne Wuske
Nonfiction Book Editing
melissaannewuske.com

You can Do Astronomy LLC
Noreen Grice
youcandoastronomy.com

2015 Book Awards 
winners & finalists
Kelly Kittel & Giselle Shardlow,  
winners for Book of the 
Year; Beth Teliho, finalist. 
Individual category winners: 
Elda Dawber, R. A. Harold, 
Giselle Shardlow, Beth Teliho, 
Kelly Kittel, Rob Sneddon, Bob 
McGrath, Cheryl Wilfong, Jack 
Mayer. 
Visit ipne.org/2015BookAwards  
for links, titles, and category 
finalists.
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IPNE Book List
IPNE members publish across a wide array of topics and genres. Here, you can 
browse the latest titles from our member publishers and authors. Each listing 
includes pricing and distribution informatiocn and contact details for direct 
orders.* Whether you are looking for nonfiction titles to help you learn new 
subjects or accomplish your goals, or fiction titles to spur your imagination, be 
sure to start your search with the independent community.  Look on IPNE.org 
in the coming months for a comprehensive online catalog of members’ books.

* prices are rounded to the nearest dollar amount.

IPNE 
Member
Features

All the Rest of Her Days
by Jane F. McCarthy

Sixteen year old Maggie is pregnant and 
the fabric of her family is shredded. The 
story, told with sensitivity and empathy, 
is about her boy who is adopted in the 
1950s, when an unwed mother was a 
pariah. This decision has ramifications 
across generations and continents, and all 
aspects of this 20th century are explored. 
When Maggie receives a phone call from 
him thirty years later she must decide 
to see him or continue on with her life 
without him.

Contact: janemccarthy@cox.net
Distributor: Amazon

ISBN: 9781495287664 
Price: $15
250 pages

The Kingdom of the Sun 
and the Moon
by Lowell H. Press
Parkers Mill Publishing
“ABSORBING...” -- Publisher’s Weekly. 
The König is a tyrant. His subjects 
are starving. And all-out war is fast 
approaching. Will a pair of young, 
courageous mouse brothers save their 
kingdom? Set against the magnificent 
backdrop of Schönbrunn Palace in 
Vienna, Austria, The Kingdom of the Sun 
and Moon is an action-packed adventure 
story for young readers and adults alike.

Contact: lowell@parkersmillpublishing.com
Distributors: Ingram, Partners West

ISBN: 9780990513001
Price: $12
316 pages

Strangelet: Issue 0
Editor: Casey Brown
Strangelet Press
Strangelet is a new journal of speculative 
fiction, publishing short stories, poetry, 
nonfiction, graphic stories/comics, 
and artwork that showcase the point 
where genre and literature collide. Issue 
0 is our debut anthology, featuring an 
international cast of artists and writers 
with ten short stories, four poems, and 
three pieces of original art. Two stories in 
this anthology were selected for the 2015 
Write Well Awards.

Contact: business@strangeletjournal.com
Distributor:  Amazon

ISBN: 9781500964986 
Price: $12
168 pages

NO! Maybe? Yes! Living My 
Truth
by Grace Anne Stevens 
Graceful Change Press
It’s hard to live authentically when you’re 
trying to meet the expectations of everyone 
around you and denying the inner voices 
that know your truth. Grace shares her 
internal voices, as she journeyed from 
denying, to questioning, and finally accepting 
her truth, which led to transitioning her 
gender at the age of sixty-four. More than 
a transgender memoir, this book is about 
relationships, change, & authenticity, and is 
uniquely informational, inspirational, and 
transformational to all.
Contact: gas33@verizon.net
Distributor: Amazon

ISBN: 9780986300301
Price: $20
242 pages

Eleanor Bennett

Brendan Tynan Buck

Sam Christianson

Rob Colautti

Gregory Crosby

Jaclyn “JD” Donnelly

John Grey

Rebecca Ann Jordan

Emily Lubanko

Joseph C. Lucido

Denny Marshall

Thomas Mitchell

Sean Monaghan

Christa Pagliei

Colin Wolcott
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99 Essential Weight Loss 
Blogposts
So You Can Start, Stick to It, Keep It Off

by Kenneth Schwarz PhD
Symmetry Press LLC
What above all else will make it possible 
for you to lose weight? It’s “getting 
yourself to do it.” That’s what. “Getting 
yourself to do it” is a psychological course 
of action. These 99 essential weight loss 
blogposts give you the psychology you 
need for “getting yourself to do it”— 
START, STICK TO IT, KEEP IT OFF.
Contact: hi@symmetrypress.com
Distributor: Ingram

ISBN: 9780985603069
Price: $17
262 pages

Sassy Gal’s How to Lose the Last 
Damn 10  Pounds or 15, 20, 25...
by Sharon Helbert
Alegcris Press, LLC
Get out of the way skinny girls, diet gurus 
and fitness fanatics- here comes SASSY 
GAL with an inspirational approach to 
weight-loss. Forget the survival type food 
plans and strenuous workouts that lead 
most of us to quit and say “To hell with it 
all!” This lifestyle encourages laughter as a 
pathway to success. If being a Vegan is too 
damn hard, then try the Vegevore lifestyle 
where you can eat it all!
Contact: sharon@alegcrispress.com 
Distributors: Amazon, Ingram

ISBN: 9780983675266
Price: $17
182 pages

House Of Girls
by Joyce Shor Johnson
3 Petal Books
15, Jewish and pregnant. Sent away to 
deliver her baby in secret, Sharon’s family 
hopes to avoid disgrace. Sharon vows 
to find a way to make it all work so she 
can keep her baby and marry Irish. Will 
Sharon end up doing the hardest thing she 
will ever have to do, say goodbye to her 
baby girl?

Contact: 3petalbooks@gmail.com 
Distributors: Lightning Source, 
Amazon, Ingram

ISBN: 9780989180016
Price: $10
220 pages

1918 
The Great Pandemic - A Novel
by David Cornish, MD
David Cornish Books
Winner of the Independent Publishers 
of New England Book Award, and the 
Readers’ Favorite International Book Award, 
1918 is a rigorously researched historical 
novel about the influenza pandemic that 
killed 100 million people…humanity’s 
worst natural disaster. The actual medical 
literature and terminology of the time are 
used to put the reader in the mind of an 
early 20th century physician. “5 Stars. A 
great read on all levels!” -Bookideas.com
Contact: gutdocs@aol.com
Website: davidcornishbooks.com
Distributor: Amazon, Ingram, Spark

ISBN: 9781482687156
Price: $27
767 pages

Dangerous Denial
By: Amy Ray
Barking Rain Press
Denying the past proves deadly for BK and Trevor in a world where 
nothing is as it seems. Deeply buried secrets are about to catch up 
with them—and everyone they know and love. Who will pay the 
ultimate price for their Dangerous Denial?

“In Ray’s debut thriller, lives converge at a charity ball, where 
someone has planned a deadly act of vengeance…Ray takes her 
time establishing her characters, including the bad guys, and with a 
rousing, indelible payoff, it’s well worth it.” 
–Kirkus Reviews

“Knife-edge suspense gives way to a shocking twist, in this intensely 
personal balance of romance and thriller!” 
-- Midwest Book Review

Contact: writeramyray@gmail.com
Distributor: Ingram

ISBN 9781935460961 
Price: $14 print

$6 eBook
212 pages
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Burlington
A History of Vermont’s Queen City

by Vincent E. Feeney
Images from the Past
Burlington’s first comprehensive history 
weaves together tales of the people, 
places, and events that shaped one of the 
Northeast’s true urban success stories: 
its University of Vermont; thriving 
commercial and retail center; Lake 
Champlain waterfront; and nearby Green 
Mountains. 28 photographs, 1898 city 
map, and extensive index. By the author 
of Finnigans, Slaters, and Stonepeggers: A 
History of the Irish in Vermont (Images 
from the Past, 2009)
Contact: tordis@imagesfromthepast.com
Distributor: Ingram, Applewood Books

ISBN: 
9781884592645
Price: $20
272 pages

Burlington 
A History of Vermont’s 

Queen City

Vincent E. Feeney

b

High Wire Act
by Kathy Brodsky
Helpingwords
Red! Yellow! Green! High Wire Act is a 
charming story about a traffic light that 
gets blown off its corner and falls into 
fun adventures. Travel along as the light 
explores the world, realizing the very 
important job it has. You’ll recognize 
all the characters from Kathy Brodsky’s 
other picture books! Sometimes we notice 
traffic lights and sometimes we don’t. After 
High Wire Act, you’ll “see” traffic lights 
differently. Dedicated to anyone who ever 
wondered, “Do I really matter?” 
Contact: kathy@kathybrodsky.com 
Distributor:  Amazon, Enfield Distribution; 
KathyBrodsky.com

ISBN: 9780982852965 
Price: $20
42 pages

Kathy              
Brodsky

By

Illustrations by 
Cameron
Bennett

HIGH WIRE AC T
HIGH WIRE AC T
HIGH WIRE AC T

Mal Practice
A mystery of medicine and murder
by Paul Janson, MD

SDP
Dr. Joe Nelson is a defendant in a 
malpractice case when he discovers his 
patient was murdered and then someone 
is trying to murder him. He must use all 
his medical knowledge and deductive skill 
to survive and see justice done. He and his 
friends are not done, though; the sequel, 
With A Little More Practice, will be out 
this fall.

Contact: paul_janson@aol.com
Distributors: Lightning Source, 
Amazon, Ingram

ISBN: 9780988515727 
Price: $15
258 pages

Scratch
A young adult novel  of mystery and magic

by Paul Janson, MD
JM Publishing
Gittie and Renie are happy in junior high school 
and they know their cat is special, but they didn’t 
know how special Onyx was until he started 
scratching people in trouble and they were 
magically cured. When they tried to tell everyone 
what happened no one would believe them until 
it was almost too late. Subjects as diverse as 
cancer and mental illness are discussed honestly 
by this physician turned author.
Contact: paul_janson@aol.com
Distributors: Lightning Source, 
Amazon, Ingram

ISBN: 9780578142494
Price: $13
200 pages

FOR  ALL AGES (5TH GRADE AND UP) 
AVAILABLE THROUGH AMAZON.COM 

IN PAPERBACK AND KINDLE E-BOOK FORMAT 
  OR AT A BOOKSTORE NEAR YOU 

www.dogsdontlookbothways.com 
1-617-630-1614 

Paperback: 164 pages 
Publisher: Ivy Books  
Language: English 
ISBN-13: 978-0991514908 
Product Dimensions: 7.5 x 0.4 x 9.2 
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Those Who Remain
Remembrance and Reunion After War

by Ruth W. Crocker 
Elm Grove Press
In this memoir of the Vietnam War, a secret 
is revealed long after the battlefield death 
of a beloved and courageous army officer. 
His young widow climbs to the treacherous 
north face of the Eiger in the Swiss Alps to 
find solace. Years later comrades devoted to 
his memory who survived the war bring the 
ultimate healing into her life. A compelling 
true story with a surprising revelation for 
those who seek the sources of resilience 
and emotional transformation following 
heartbreaking loss.
Contact: info@elmgrovepress.org
Distributors: Lightning Source, Amazon, 
Ingram, Elm Grove Press

ISBN: 9781940863009 
Price: $19
287 pages

Baker’s Corner
A Mystery in Codman Square

by J.R. Quirk
Q Productions
A mysterious talisman originating in 
the slave and chocolate trade travels to 
Revolutionary War era Boston where it is 
passed through the centuries. It comes into 
the hands of boyhood friends, then is lost 
amidst social upheaval and tragedy afflicting 
their neighborhood. The story is set in the 
Codman Square (aka Baker’s Corner) area 
of Boston’s Dorchester neighborhood. The 
characters arrive, like the reader, with their 
own perspectives and conclusions in the 
same enduring place…Baker’s Corner.
Contact: jrquirk@gmail.com
Distributor: Amazon 

ISBN: 9781502709950
Price: $7
238 pages

Book Design Made Simple
A step-by-step guide to designing and 
typesetting your own book using Adobe 
InDesign

by Fiona Raven & Glenna Collett
12 Pines Press
Book Design Made Simple gives DIY 
authors, small presses, and graphic 
designers the power to design professional-
looking top-quality books. It’s the first 
comprehensive book of its kind, explaining 
every step from installing Adobe InDesign 
right through to sending the files to press. 
It’s like a semester of book design plus a 
publishing class rolled into one.
Contact: info@bookdesignmadesimple.com
Distributor: Ingram, Baker & Taylor, Partners 
Book Distributing

ISBN: 
9780994096906
Price: $60
512 pages

Boston’s 100 Greatest 
Games
2015 edition

by Rob Sneddon
Candlepin Press
A perfect gift for the Boston sports fan. 
This provocative book ranks the 100 
greatest games in Boston history, across 
all eras and all sports. The list includes 
games from the nineteenth century as 
well as the Red Sox’ historic 2004 World 
Series run, along with the New England 
Patriots’ thrilling 2015 Super Bowl upset 
of the Seattle Seahawks in the midst of the 
“Deflategate” controversy.
Contact: Candlepinpress@comcast.net 
Distributor:  Amazon, Ingram, 
Barnes & Noble

ISBN: 9780615932712 
Price: $18
285 pages

The Adventures of Piratess 
Tilly
by Elizabeth Lorayne
White Wave Press
Written in the poetic form of haiku 
and illustrated in watercolors, you 
are invited to come adventuring with 
Piratess Tilly, her rescued best friend, 
a koala named Yuki, and her band 
of international orphaned brothers. 
As budding naturalists, they are all 
too eager for their expedition to the 
Galápagos Islands! While documenting 
flora and fauna, they spot baby giant 
tortoises being kidnapped . . . by pirates! 
How do Tilly, Yuki and the brothers save 
the turtles? 
Contact: whitewavepressbooks@gmail.com
Distributor: Brodart Company

ISBN: 9780692296103 
Price: $19
32 pages

Make Way for Reading
Great Books for Kindergarten through 
Grade 8
by Karen Latimer & 
Pamela J. Fenner
Michaelmas Press
Looking to find the right book at the right 
time for a child? This unique collection 
of familiar and little-known gems is an 
annotated list of age-appropriate titles for 
families, teachers, librarians, booksellers 
and anyone who wants to share a love 
of books with children. Picture books, 
Biographies, Mythology, Legends, Folklore, 
Celebrations, Games, Music, Practical 
Activities and Crafts—they’re all here! 
Indexes: Authors, Titles, Illustrators, 
Series/Sequels, Anthologies, and Subjects.

Contact: pjfenner@mac.com
Distributor:  Amazon, Michaelmas Press

ISBN: 9780964783256 
Price: $18
344 pages
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Indie Office Hours & Face The Book TV
Whether you have a specific publishing question, a strategy to share,  or a book launch 
coming up, you can tune in to our live-streaming Indie Office Hours (focus on the publishing 
process), and Face The Book TV (focus on authors & books) live on YouTube and Google+. 
You can watch the shows live or view later on YouTube. Find out more on our 
website, at ipne.org/IPNELiveTV or IPNELive channel on YouTube.

IPNE members have priority booking access on these shows, but we are not 
exclusive; bring your friends! We’re also connected with many of the top 
indie writing and book publishing communities on Google+ (Google Plus), 
Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social platforms. 

Our mission is to help you create a publishing platform and bring the best of 
independent publishing to the world through these effective and influential 
media resources.

Peeragogy Handbook v.3
by Corneli, Danoff, Pierce, 
Rheingold, Ricuarte, Snow, et. al.
PubDomEd & Pierce Press
Welcome to the no-longer-missing guide 
to peer learning & peer production1 The 
Peeragogy Handbook isn’t a normal book. It is 
an evolving guide, and it tells a collaboratively 
written story. It is a living document, and a new 
version is published regularly as we improve 
the material. To make it easier to dive into 
the content, this version kicks off with a short 
workbook that contains a concise guide to 
applying peeragogy. We’ve also updated our 
patterns catalog, added more case studies, and 
made improvements to the text throughout.
Contact: charlotte@piercepress.com
Distributors: Amazon, Ingram, Pierce Press, 
peeragogy.org

ISBN: 9780985572228
Price: $20
284 pages

The Adventures of Hope & Trusty

Sky Cloud City
by Maria Kamoulakou; 
Illustrations by Aspasia Arvanitis
Pierce Press
Two best friends rescue a pair of crows and 
are swept away to the Land of the Birds. 
Join them in their adventure as they meet 
the bird king and his subjects, and help 
the birds unite toachieve the impossible: a 
bird city in the clouds called Ornithopolis. 
Inspired by the Greek playwright 
Aristophanes’ comedy The Birds and written 
by Greek archaeologist, author, and artist 
Maria Kamoulakou‐Marangoudakis. The tale 
continues in Book 2, due out in 2016.
Contact: charlotte@piercepress.com
Distributors: Amazon, Ingram, Pierce Press

ISBN: 9780977639670
Price: $18
60 pages

Toxic Staple
by Anne Sarkisian
Max Health Press
Toxic Staple chronicles Anne Sarkisian’s 
personal journey to discover the underlying 
reasons for undiagnosed illness in her 
family. The book includes a compendium 
of inspirational stories, current research 
findings, and diagnostic information to 
help the reader learn how to identify gluten 
sensitivity and how to alleviate its negative 
impact.
Contact: anne@toxicstaple.com
Distributor: Ingram, Amazon, 
Barnes & Noble

ISBN: 9780989239219
Price: $18
358 pages

Independent 
Publishers 

of New England
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Sponsors and Exhibitors

•  Customizable online and print magazine 
providing reviews, editorial and opinion pieces 
in the interest of bringing greater attention to 
independent publishers and their authors.

•  A book, yearbook and 
packaging manufacturer.

•  Providing print-on-demand, fine 
and edition binding, digitization, 
thesis and library binding and a full 
line of preservation services.

Self Publish your book!
Hard Cover and Soft Cover

Adibooks.com
Complete Book Manufacturing
Your Book Printer - with over 50,000
Authors and Publishers

new_LATESTAD_qxd5 2/12/08 6:47 PM Page 1

Division of King Printing
www.kingprinting.com
181 Industrial Ave, Lowell MA 01851-5147
Corporate (978) 458-2345 Fax (978) 458-3026

Since 1978
Dedicated To Top Quality Book Printing

>>Logon to
Adibooks.com

for Instant Book Pricing
KingPrinting.com

King 
Printing Co.
& Adi Books

• Specializing in short-run printing and binding 
for self-published authors, individuals, small 
businesses, and book publishers.

Bookmasters provides publishers and authors with printing, 
warehousing and distribution, ebook conversion and 

distribution, editorial, and design services.

•  The largest not-for-profit trade 
association for the independent 
publishing industry.

•  Offering offset and digital printing as 
well as ebook conversion.
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Calendar

Regional Branches - Monthly Workshops
Metro Boston  Monthly Coffee Hours

New England Authors Expo *
Bookstock, Woodstock VT (new) *
Arlington, MA Town Day (new) *

IPNE’s New England Publishing Conference
Annual IPNE Book Awards

New England Independent Booksellers *
Boston Book Festival *

New England Library Association *
IPNE Annual Meeting and Elections

IBPA PubU
Frankfurt Book Festival (new Oct. 2016) *

* co-op marketing exhibit events

Visit our website 
at IPNE.org

IPNE Monthly & Annual Events
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IPNE About New England
Left, top to bottom, at the Boston Book Festival: 
IPNE members Jennifer Delaney; Gail Harris & 
Steven R. Porter; Sean Fay Wolf; Kathy Brodsky & 
Joel Watkins.

Right, top to bottom: Member Mitchell Bragg and 
IPNE intern Caitlin Morrow at the New England 
Authors Expo; and Pamela Fenner, Michaelmas 
Press with Cevin Bryerman, Publishers Weekly.
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Left column, top to bottom: 
Steven and Dawn Porter of 
the Assn. of RI Authors run 
the conference bookstore; 
IPNE members at the NEAE; 
Author & professor Tom Woll 
with Angela Bole of IBPA; 
and members at IPNE’s Metro 
Boston branch.

The Year at IPNE
Right column, top to bottom: 
Susan Gaylord, author of the 
Spirit Books, at the New England 
Authors Expo; Jennifer Delaney, 
Judith Rosen, Pamela Fenner 
& Steven R. Porter at NEIBA; 
members of the IPNE Metro 
Boston Branch take a selfie.



Your Creativity + Our Capabilities = Book Smart McNaughton & Gunn has the technical expertise 

to create a great book and provides you with 

flexible, creative solutions to support you in 

every step of your journey. Create history with 

McNaughton & Gunn.

Contact us today at 734-429-5411 or e-mail us at info@bookprinters.com 
find us @ www.bookprinters.com
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FOREWORD REVIEWS MAGAZINE
• Trade readership of 15,000+ booksellers and librarians 
• Distribution at all major trade shows
• Additional readers through newsstand sales at B&N, Books-A-Million,  

and independent bookstores

WEBSITE ADS 
• Average 63,000+ page views per month
• Effective online ads on our high traffic pages

EMAIL NEWSLETTER ADS
• Foreword This Week—high open rate average 22.93%
• Targeted audience of librarians, book buyers, publishers, and industry professionals

FOREWORD’S INDIE PRESS COLLECTIVE
• Representation at international book shows to establish foreign rights,  

co-publishing, and licensing/film relationships
• Representation at domestic trade events to showcase your title  

when you can’t attend.

After seventeen years, librarians, booksellers, and  
sophisticated readers know to rely on us for the most  
thoughtful reviews and book coverage in the industry.

For a free one-year subscription visit forewordreviews.com and  
enter this code at checkout: pubsense15

IS YOUR BOOK 

LOST 
AT SEA?
Foreword’s sole focus on indie 
presses attracts a premium  
audience of book professionals  
and avid readers.

forewordreviews.com 
231.933.3699


